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 -------------- 
|0. Disclaimer | 
 -------------- 

Hi, and welcome to my One Piece FAQ. You're free to use this guide for 
personal use, and if you feel like reproducing it elsewhere, ask for 
permission first (it's common courtesy) or else I'll use the power of 
my "FAQ FAQ" fruit to freak you out! Maybe not. 

Revision History 
---------------- 

v1.26 - Some corrections about move names, and minor spelling corrections 
v1.25 - Finished the Mix Ups section 
      - Rearranged the order in the Enemies section 
v1.15 - Finished the Moves and Combos sections 
v1.00 - Almost finished all sections 
      - Started the FAQ 

 ---------------- 
|1. Introduction | 
 ---------------- 

This game is based on One Piece, an excellent manga (and not so good anime) 
series about a boy called Luffy D Monkey who wants to get the legendary 
treasure One Piece and become the king of pirates. 
About the game, it's an action game (almost 3d) with Super-Deformed characters 
(ain't them cute?). By the way, it's a version of the "One Piece Ocean Dream" 
PSX game (thank god it's not a card game anymore) 



Let's move on! 

 ---------- 
|2. Basics | 
 ---------- 

A :        Uses the 1st slot equipped attack 
B :        Uses the 2nd slot equipped attack 
A + B:     Uses the 3rd slot equipped attack 
L/R:       Changes between allies (in battles with more than 1 character) 
Select:    In the pre-battle menu, allows to change slot attacks 

Sometimes, performing the A+B move near a enemy will trigger a 'special 
animation' and you'll see the portrait of your attacking character. 

Rarely, when performing the A+B move near a CPU-controlled ally, 
a simultaneous 'special animation' will trigger: a Mix Up. It's an 
annoyingly hard to get feature (see the Mix Ups section for more). 

To advance through the adventure, you must get cards for your character 
by playing the "mini-game" of selecting the charas/objects whose 
silhouette is showed by the card. To develop the story, you'll have to 
get Story cards, and to get more moves, you'll have to get Attack cards. 

There are various types of battles in the game: defeat all the enemies, 
destroy all the trees/boxes, protect animals/barrels, get the hidden 
treasure, solve the puzzle (the 'dash' some characters have is quite 
useful here) and solve the quiz game, though the latter two are only 
optional (you can complete the game without playing these). 

 ---------
|3. Moves | 
 ---------

You'll get almost all the characters in the first minutes of the game. 
The eighth character (Bon Clay, Bibi or Ace) will only stay with you for 
a short amount of time. 
Here's the movelist for the characters: 

Luffy D Monkey 
--------------- 

The main character of the game. Because he ate the Gum Gum fruit some 
time ago, his whole body acts like rubber. 

-> 1ST SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Punch 
-Desc:  A simple punch 

-Atk:   Gum Gum Pistol 
-Desc:  Stretches his arm and shoots it at the enemy 

-Atk:   Gum Gum Bullet 
-Desc:  Delivers a short powerful punch that sends the enemy away 

-Atk:   Gum Gum Rifle 
-Desc:  Twists his arm to shoot a terrible rotating punch, that stuns enemies 



-> 2ND SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Kick 
-Desc:  A simple kick 

-Atk:   Gum Gum Bazooka 
-Desc:  Shoots his two fists at the enemy (must be hold) 

-Atk:   Gum Gum Rocket 
-Desc:  Catapults himself towards the enemy 

-Atk:   Gum Gum Smash 
-Desc:  Lifts his leg and stomps on the enemy 

-Atk:   Gum Gum Balloon 
-Desc:  Inflates himself to resemble a balloon (defends against attacks) 

-Atk:   Gum Gum Baka-zu!? 
-Desc:  Shoots his two fists at the enemy (weak version) 
*Note: "Baka" means "Idiot" 

-> 3RD SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Jump 
-Desc:  A simple jump 

-Atk:   Gum Gum Gatling 
-Desc:  Shoots a quick series of punches 

-Atk:   Gum Gum Storm 
-Desc:  Twists all his body to launch himself towards the enemy, 
        delivering rotating punches 

-Atk:   Gum Gum Cannon 
-Desc:  Delivers a 2 handed short powerful attack 
*Note:  got by getting a 100% in the collection 

Zoro Roronoa 
------------- 

Former pirate hunter, now aiding Luffy while pursuing his dream of 
becoming the greatest swordsman. Can use 3 swords simultaneously. 

-> 1ST SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Sword Unseathing 
-Desc:  Hits by unseathing his sword, stunning enemies 

-Atk:   2 Swords Waves 
-Desc:  Unleashes several waves that move onwards 

-Atk:   Kick 
-Desc:  A kick that tosses the enemy up in the air 

-> 2ND SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 



-Atk:   Kick 
-Desc:  A simple kick 

-Atk:   3 Swords Thrust 
-Desc:  Charges forward with his 3 swords 

-Atk:   2 Swords Assault 
-Desc:  Jump towards the enemy and attacks him 

-Atk:   2 Sword Quick Attacks 
-Desc:  Attacks the enemy various times with his swords 

-> 3RD SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Jump 
-Desc:  A simple jump 

-Atk:   3 Swords Geyser Counter 
-Desc:  Taunts the enemy, and attacks the enemy with 
        geysers if the enemy attacks him 

-Atk:   2 Sword Tornados 
-Desc:  Sorrounds himself with tornados, using 2 swords 

-Atk:   1 Sword Seathing 
-Desc:  Seathes his sword powerfully, hitting the enemy 

-Atk:   3 Swords Windmill Counter 
-Desc:  Rotates his swords like a windmill, and sends the 
        enemy flying if the enemy attacks him 

-Atk:   3 Swords Wind Slash 
-Desc:  Throws a wind attack that flies towards the enemy 

-Atk:   No Sword Tornados 
-Desc:  Sorrounds himself with tornados, using his bare hands 

Nami 
-----

The sailor woman in Luffy's crew. Good at stealing. 

-> 1ST SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Pole Attack 
-Desc:  Attacks horizontally with her pole 

-Atk:   Dash 
-Desc:  Runs past enemies and/or objects (useful in the puzzle stages) 

-Atk:   Thunder Ball 
-Desc:  Uses her Tact Pole to spit a electric ball, that stuns enemies 

-Atk:   Windmill Throw 
-Desc:  Throws several little windmills 

-> 2ND SLOT ATTACKS 



------------------- 

-Atk:   Kiss Throw 
-Desc:  Throws a kiss at the enemy, charming him 

-Atk:   Tact Attack 
-Desc:  Attacks vertically with her pole 

-Atk:   Cyclone Tenpo 
-Desc:  Throws a dettachable piece of her Tact like a boomerang, that 
        tosses enemies up in the air 

-Atk:   Fog Tenpo 
-Desc:  Expands a fog barrier around her (must be hold) 

-> 3RD SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Jump 
-Desc:  A simple jump 

-Atk:   Thunder Tenpo 
-Desc:  A boxing glove from her Tact Pole springs onto the opponent 

-Atk:   Tornado Tenpo 
-Desc:  Catches the opponent and throws him suddenly 

-Atk:   Thunderbolt Tenpo 
-Desc:  Creates a thunderbolt around her, that stuns enemies 

-Atk:   Bath Charm 
-Desc:  Quickly undresses into a bath towel, and charms enemies around her 

Usopp
------ 

A coward sniper with a long nose. Combines various materials on his 
"bullets".

-> 1ST SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Gum Shoot 
-Desc:  Shoots a simple gum 

-Atk:   Usopp Slingshot 
-Desc:  Fires his slingshot at the enemy 

-Atk:   Fire Ball 
-Desc:  Shoots a exploding ball 

-Atk:   Stone Ball 
-Desc:  Shoots a stone 

-Atk:   Dial Counter 
-Desc:  If the enemy attacks him when he's holding the dial, 
        it'll absorb the impact and return it back to the enemy 

-Atk:   Love Ball 
-Desc:  Shoots a ball that charms enemies 



-> 2ND SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Comic Attack 
-Desc:  Attacks with a comic pose 

-Atk:   Shuriken Throw 
-Desc:  Throws a ball that splits into shurikens 

-Atk:   Dividing Ball 
-Desc:  Throws a ball that splits into pieces 

-> 3RD SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Usopp Hopping 
-Desc:  Uses springs to perform a high jump 

-Atk:   Pound 
-Desc:  Attacks with a "5 tons" hammer 

-Atk:   Ketchup Death 
-Desc:  Plays dead, using ketchup to simulate blood 

-Atk:   Spikes Throw 
-Desc:  Sorrounds himself with spikes, that slow down the enemies 

-Atk:   Gas Dial 
-Desc:  Throws a gas cloud with his dial 

-Atk:   Light Dial 
-Desc:  Emits a blinding light with a dial, that disables the enemies' moves 

Sanji
------ 

The gentleman cook. Because he reserves his hands for his cooking, 
he relies completely on his kicks at fighting. 

-> 1ST SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Flanchet 
-Desc:  A simple Kick 

-Atk:   Rising Kick Course 
-Desc:  Delivers a powerful rising kick 

-Atk:   Meroorin Beam 
-Desc:  Taunts the enemy by making the shape of a heart with his hands, 
        and if he gets attacked, counters with a Muton Shot 

-Atk:   Heart of Prince 
-Desc:  Shoots a heart at the enemies, confusing them 

-> 2ND SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Eboru 



-Desc:  A descending kick 

-Atk:   Kajike 
-Desc:  Stands on his hands and unleashes a whirlwind kick attack 
        while being upside-down 

-Atk:   PT Kick Course 
-Desc:  Stands on his hands and unleashes a whirlwind kick attack 

-Atk:   Quick Cooking 
-Desc:  Cooks a couple of dishes in a second (if an ally is next 
        to you, you recover a lot of health) 

-Atk:   Queen Jare 
-Desc:  Performs a kick followed by a sweeping kick 

-> 3RD SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Jump 
-Desc:  A simple jump 

-Atk:   Veau Shot 
-Desc:  Shoots himself forward with a powerful kick 

-Atk:   Muton Shot 
-Desc:  Attacks with a series of back kicks 

-Atk:   Concasse 
-Desc:  Jumps and delivers a rolling stomp 

-Atk:   Troujemasse 
-Desc:  Jumps and delivers a double aereal kick 

Tony Tony Chopper 
------------------ 

A blue-nosed reindeer. After eating the Man Man fruit, he can change 
into intermediate forms between reindeer and almost-human. 

-> 1ST SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Sorry!! 
-Desc:  Headbutts the opponent 

-Atk:   Man Form Punch 
-Desc:  Turns into his man form and punches the opponent 

-Atk:   Backwards Dash 
-Desc:  Uses his reindeer form to dash backwards, passing through 
        enemies or objects (useful in the puzzle stages) 

-> 2ND SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Wool Point 
-Desc:  Grows a lot a wool in his reindeer form (defends against attacks) 

-Atk:   Needle Healing 



-Desc:  Gets a needle outta his backpack (if an ally is next to you, 
        you recover a lot of health) 

-Atk:   Vial Healing 
-Desc:  Gets a vial outta his backpack (if an ally is next to you, 
        he recovers from any abnormal status) 

-Atk:   Jump Press 
-Desc:  Jumps really high, turns into his human form and falls down, 
        damaging the enemies around him 

-Atk:   Stomp Assault 
-Desc:  Jumps towards the enemy and stomps on him 

-Atk:   Roseo Michieri 
-Desc:  Delivers a uppercut with his man form 

-> 3RD SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Dash 
-Desc:  Runs past enemies and/or objects (useful in the puzzle stages) 

-Atk:   Wise Point 
-Desc:  Uses his analytical abilities to find the opponent's weak point 

-Atk:   Cross 
-Desc:  Turns into his man form and attacks with his two claws at once 

-Atk:   Charge Attack 
-Desc:  Uses his reindeer form to charge towards the enemy 

-Atk:   Flag Waving 
-Desc:  Waves his cherries' flag 

Nico Robin
----------- 

A wanted criminal. She has the power of the Flower Flower fruit, and 
can spring human limbs (hands) on any surface. 

-> 1ST SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Palm Attack 
-Desc:  Attacks with the palm of her hand 

-Atk:   Palms Barrier 
-Desc:  Uses several palms to form a barrier (defends against attacks) 

-Atk:   Lock 
-Desc:  A couple of hands appear below the enemy and grab him (stunning 
        him) 

-> 2ND SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Hat Throw 
-Desc:  Throws her hat like a boomerang 



-Atk:   Tres Fleur 
-Desc:  Attacks with 3 consecutive palms 

-Atk:   Punch Circle 
-Desc:  4 punches attack around her 

-Atk:   Smash 
-Desc:  3 punches uppercut the enemy in front of her 

-Atk:   Distance Uppercut 
-Desc:  A punch uppercuts the enemy close to her 

-> 3RD SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Jump 
-Desc:  A couple of hands below her help her jump 

-Atk:   3 Hand Attacks 
-Desc:  3 hands travel towards the enemy, attacking him 

-Atk:   Crash 
-Desc:  Attacks with 3 simultaneous palms 

-Atk:   Concasse 
-Desc:  Jumps and delivers a rolling stomp 

-Atk:   Cross 
-Desc:  Punches travel in 4 directions 

-Atk:   Book Reading 
-Desc:  A couple of hands show her a book, and after reading 
        it, she gets an important hint about the stage 

Bon Clay 
--------- 

Number 2 in the Baroque Works organization. With the Copy Copy fruit's 
power, he can turn into anyone he's previously touched. 
He's probably the first manga character with a huge gay pride (censored in 
the anime). 

-> 1ST SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Rising Kick 
-Desc:  Attacks with a rising kick 

-> 2ND SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Ballet Thrust 
-Desc:  Dances forward while attacking the enemy 

-> 3RD SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Arabesque Kick 
-Desc:  Throws himself forward with a powerful kick 



Bibi Nefertati 
--------------- 

Princess of the Alabasta Kingdom. Infiltrated the Baroque Works to 
pursue Crocodile. 

-> 1ST SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Jewel Slasher Right 
-Desc:  Attacks the enemy with her right jewel chain 

-> 2ND SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Jewel Slasher Left 
-Desc:  Attacks the enemy with her left jewel chain 

-> 3RD SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Jewel Slasher Double 
-Desc:  Thrusts forward with both jewel chains 

Ace D Postgas 
-------------- 

Luffy's older brother. After eating the Burn Burn fruit, can turn 
his body into fire. 

-> 1ST SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Fire Punch 
-Desc:  Turns his arm into flames and punches the enemy 

-> 2ND SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Fire Tornado 
-Desc:  Turns himself into fire and charges towards the enemy 

-> 3RD SLOT ATTACKS 
------------------- 

-Atk:   Fire Circle 
-Desc:  Creates a circle of fire that sorrounds him 

 ---------- 
|4. Combos | 
 ---------- 

Here is the combo chart for the different characters. 
All combos cancel into its below slot's attack (i.e. a 1st slot attack 
into a 2nd slot attack), never upwards (3rd slot into 1st slot is 
also considered 'downwards'). 

Luffy D Monkey 
--------------- 



            X           X           |           X 
1st slot: Punch  -  GG Pistol  - GG Bullet - GG Rifle 
            |           |           x           | 
            ------------------------------------------------------------ 
            |           |           X           X           X          | 
2nd slot: Kick   -  GG Bazooka - GG Rocket - GG Stomp -GG Balloon-GG Baka-zu!? 
            |           |           X           |           |          | 
            ----------------------------------------------------------- 
            X           |           |           | 
3rd slot: Jump   -  GG Gatling - GG Storm  - GG Cannon 
            X           |           X           X 

I guess it's kinda clear (as I said, 3rd slot to 1st slot combos also apply; 
in this case, GG Gatling into GG Bullet). 

Zoro Roronoa 
------------- 

            X           X        X 
1st slot: Unseath-  2 Waves -  Kick 
            X           |        | 
            -------------------------------- 
            X           |        |         | 
2nd slot: Strike -  3 Thrust- 2 Assa.- 2 Quick A.     
            X           X        |         | 
            -------------------------------------------------------------- 
            X           X        X         |        |          |         X 
3rd slot: Jump   -  3 Geyser- 2 Torn.- 1 Seathing- 3 Wind.- 3 Slash- 0 Torn. 
            X           X        X         X        X          X         X 

There's a combo that is not explained: 2 Sword Waves into 2 Sword Tornados 

Nami 
-----

            X           X           X           X 
1st slot: Strike -    Dash     -  T. Ball  - W. Throw 
            |           X           |           | 
            ------------------------------------- 
            |           |           X           | 
2nd slot: Kiss T.-   Tact Atk  - Cy. Tenpo - Fog Tenpo 
            |           |           |           | 
            ------------------------------------------------- 
            X           |           |           X           X 
3rd slot: Jump   -  Th. Tenpo  - To. Tenpo - TB Tenpo - Bath Charm 
            X           X           X           X           X 

The combos not explained are: Strike into TB Tenpo and Dash into TB Tenpo 

Usopp
------ 

            X           X           X           X 
1st slot: G.Shoot -  Slingshot- Fire Ball - Stone Ball- Dial C. - Love Ball 
            X           |           X           |           X        | 
            ---------------------------------------------------------- 
            |           X           X 
2nd slot: Comic A.-  Shuriken - Dividing B. 
            |           X           X 
            ---------------------------------------------------------- 



            X           |           |           |           X        | 
3rd slot: U.Hop.  -  Pound    - Ketchup D.- Spikes T.- Gas Dial- Light Dial 
            X           X           X           X           X 

Sanji
------ 

            |           |             |           | 
1st slot: Franshe-  Rising Kick - M. Beam   - Heart of P. 
            |           X             X           X 
            --------------------------------------- 
            X           |             X           | 
2nd slot: Eboru  -   Kajike     - PT Kick C.-  Cooking  - Queen J. 
            |           |             X           X           | 
            --------------------------------------------------- 
            X           |             |           X           X 
3rd slot: Jump   -  Wo Shot     - Muton Shot-  Concasse - Troujemasse 
            X           |             |           |           X 

Tony Tony Chopper 
------------------ 

            X           X            | 
1st slot: Sorry!!-  Man Punch -  B. Dash 
            |           X            | 
            --------------------------------------------------------- 
            X           X            X       |           |          | 
2nd slot: Wool P.-  Needle H. -  Vial H. - Jump P. -  Stomp A.-  Roseo M. 
            |           X            X       X           |          | 
            --------------------------------------------------------- 
            X           |            |       X           X 
3rd slot: Dash   -   Wise P.  -   Cross  - Charge  -   Flag 
            X           X            |       x 

Nico Robin
----------- 

            |           |             | 
1st slot: Palm  -   P.Barrier  -    Lock 
            |           X             X 
            ---------------------------------------------- 
            X           |             X         |        X 
2nd slot: Hat T.-   Tres Fleur -  P.Circle -  Smash  -  D.Upper. 
            |           |             X         X        | 
            -------------------------------------------------------- 
            X           |             |         X        X         X 
3rd slot: Jump   -   3 Hands   -   Crash   -  Attack -   Cross  - Reading 
            X           |             |         |        X         X 

            Bon Clay              Bibi            Ace D Postgas 
           ----------            ------          --------------- 

               X                   X                   X 
1st slot:  Rising Kick      J. Slasher Right      Fire Punch 
               |                   |                   | 
               -                   -                   - 
               |                   |                   | 



2nd slot: Ballet Thrust     J. Slasher Left       Fire Tornado 
               |                   |                   | 
               -                   -                   - 
               |                   |                   | 
3rd slot: Arabesque Kick    J. Slasher Double     Fire Circle 
               X                   X                   X 

 ----------- 
|5. Mix Ups | 
 ----------- 

To perform a Mix Up, stand for quite a long time near a CPU-controlled 
ally (three or four squares away will do the trick) who is currently 
fighting (you needn't to), until lightbulbs appear over both your 
heads. Then, press A+B (if you are in the middle of a combo, it won't 
work), and you'll get the Mix Up. The lightbulbs only stay there for 
two or three seconds, so hurry up! 
These are all the combinations for the Mix Ups. The eighth characters 
(Bon Clay, Bibi and Ace) don't have Mix Ups. 

Pair: Luffy + Zoro 
Desc: They sorround themselves with a fire square that burns enemies 

Pair: Luffy + Nami 
Desc: They extend some kind of gas that slows down enemies 

Pair: Luffy + Usopp 
Desc: All the enemies around them get hit by a sudden explosion 

Pair: Luffy + Sanji 
Desc: They sorround themselves with a fire square that burns enemies 

Pair: Luffy + Chopper 
Desc: They heal themselves quite a lot 

Pair: Luffy + Robin 
Desc: The enemies around them can't attack for a while 

Pair: Zoro + Nami 
Desc: They fire some waves in 4 directions that damage enemies 

Pair: Zoro + Usopp 
Desc: They inflict doom status into the enemies (after a while, they die) 

Pair: Zoro + Sanji 
Desc: They fire some waves in 4 directions that damage enemies 

Pair: Zoro + Chopper 
Desc: They heal themselves quite a lot 

Pair: Nami + Usopp 
Desc: They fire some waves in 4 directions that stun enemies 

Pair: Nami + Sanji 
Desc: Sanji throws kisses around him, that confuse enemies 

Pair: Nami + Choppper 
Desc: They heal themselves quite a lot 

Pair: Nami + Robin 



Desc: They throw kisses around them, that damage enemies 

Pair: Usopp + Sanji 
Desc: They inflict doom status into the enemies (after a while, they die) 

Pair: Usopp + Chopper 
Desc: Usopp throws balls around him, that explode upon and confuse enemies 

Pair: Usopp + Robin 
Desc: All the enemies around them get hit by a sudden explosion 

Pair: Sanji + Chopper 
Desc: They heal themselves quite a lot 

Pair: Sanji + Robin 
Desc: Sanji throws kisses around him, that confuse enemies 

Pair: Chopper + Robin 
Desc: While Chopper uses his Wise Point, Robin reads a book 

 ----------- 
|6. Enemies | 
 ----------- 

Well, as in fact some enemies do require some strategies to beat 
them, I'm adding this section in here. 
Here are the enemies in the game, in the same order you encounter them. 
*Note: as mentioned earlier, Sanji is a gentleman, and he won't damage 
any of the women you'll fight against. 

Foxy 
-----

A treacherous pirate captain. The Slow Slow fruit gave him the power 
to project beams that slows down anything they touch. 

Porche 
------- 

A female member of Foxy's crew, attacks with batons. 

Miss Wednesday 
--------------- 

She's Alabasta Kingdom's Bibi, infiltrated into Baroque Works, and uses 
jewel chains to slash her enemies. 

Hamburg 
-------- 

A male member of Foxy's crew, attacks with maces. 

Inagram 
-------- 

He's Bibi's butler, also infiltrated into Baroque Works. Uses his 
modified trumpet to shoot his enemies. 

Wapole 
------- 



Former emperor of the Drum Empire. Ate the Eat Eat devil fruit, and 
now can eat and assimilate everything he pleases. 

ChessMarimo 
------------ 

A mix of Chess and Marimo, members of Wapole's crew, created with 
Wapole's ability to fusion objects. 

Miss Double Fingers 
-------------------- 

The female partner of Number 1 in Baroque Works. Uses the Spike Spike 
fruit to grow large pointy spikes throughout her body. 

Number 1 
--------- 

The most powerful member of Baroque Works after Number 0. His power 
comes from the Sharp Sharp fruit: can turn his skin into sharp metal. 

Crocodile 
----------

The Number 0 in Baroque Works. A devil fruit user, uses the Sand Sand 
fruit to turn into sand. 
The only way you can damage him is while you are in "wet" status after 
getting sprayed by the water geysers (hit the sand heaps to uncover them). 

Kabaji 
------- 

An acrobat swordsman, member of Buggy's crew. 

Buggy
------ 

An experienced pirate captain. Uses the Part Part fruit's power to 
dissasemble and reassemble his body parts at will. 

Albida 
------- 

An old ugly pirate woman. After eating the Slip Slip fruit, changed into 
the 'most beautiful woman in the world', and her body got slippery. 

Moji 
-----

A lion tamer, member of Buggy's crew. 

Django 
------- 

Vicecaptain of Kuro's ship, can use hypnosis on his opponents and 
uses a sharp metal ring. 

Cat Brothers 
------------- 



Members of Kuro's crew, their main weapons are cat claws. 

Captain Kuro 
------------- 

An evil pirate captain, who uses large claws with an amazing 
speed to impale his opponents. 

Gin 
---- 

A member of Don Krieg's crew, who uses modified tonfas to pummel 
his opponents. 
To beat him, you must push the cannon balls towards him. 

Don Krieg 
----------

A cruel pirate captain, who wears a golden armor and has some 
serious firepower. 

Django & Fullbody 
------------------ 

Two members of the Marines, captivated by Hina's beauty. 

Hina 
-----

An admiral in the Marines. After eating the Cage Cage fruit, anyone 
she touches gets trapped. 

Octopus-chan 
------------- 

An octopus man, follower of Arlong. 

Arlong 
------- 

A fearsome merman pirate captain, who rules the village where Nami was born. 

Tashigi 
-------- 

An officer in the Marines. An amateur swordswoman, develops a rivalry 
against Zoro. 
The first time you fight against her, you can't attack; you must taunt 
her into destroying all the boxes in your way to escape into the avenue. 

Smoker 
------- 

An admiral in the Marines. After eating the Puff Puff fruit, can turn 
his body into smoke. 

Shanks 
------- 



A well-known pirate, who lost an arm while protecting Luffy. He's the 
owner of Luffy's straw hat. 

"God" Eneru 
------------ 

A narcissist guy, who ate the Shock Shock fruit and now can turn his body 
into thunder. Governs Skypiea, the island above the clouds. 
Luffy is the only character who, because of his gummy body, doesn't 
suffer damage from his electric attacks. 

Tashinoko Dragon 
----------------- 

A mysterious dragon, who seemingly obeys the boy with the flute. The last boss. 

Aokiji 
------- 

An admiral in the Marines. Uses the power of the Ice Ice fruit to turn 
his body into ice. 
The only way you can damage him is if you attack him after he falls asleep. 
*Note: to fight him, go to the Afro Mic (in the last chapter) and input 
in hiragana the word "Na-ma-ha-mu-me-ro-n". 

Mihawk 
------- 

A brilliant swordsman with hawk's eyes. His dark sword has an incredible 
power. 
*Note: to fight him, go to the Afro Mic after defeating Aokiji and input 
in hiragana the word "Ha-ne-tsu-ki-bo-u-shi". 

Franky 
------- 

One of Water Seven island's shipworkers. Has some robotic parts built into 
his body. 
*Note: to fight him, go to the Afro Mic after defeating Mihawk and input 
in katakana the word "A-ro-ha-shi-ya(little)-tsu". 

 ----------- 
|7. Credits | 
 ----------- 

-Me, for writing this FAQ 
-Eiichiro Oda, the creator of the series 
-hurricanelegault, for correcting the "GG Baka-zu?!" move name 
-Those nice guys at RUSH, for their amazing work, and also for their precision  
 about Nami's "Tenpos" and Sanji's attacks 

Well, that should be it. 
As always, if you got any corrections or suggestions to make, send me a 
e-mail with a subject similar to: "One Piece FAQ" to the address written at 
the top of this FAQ, and you'll be credited. 
Please do not e-mail me to ask questions about the actual series (use Google). 

Thank you for reading (or simply scrolling) this far!! See ya!
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